How St. Petersburg Card works
Purchasing St.Petersburg Card, you receive a plastic smart card and
a guide with tear-off coupons. During St.Petersburg Card period
of validity, you can visit any attractions included in the list.
Free entry to the sightseeings is valid from the moment of
St. Petersburg Card activation for 48, 72, 120 or 168 hours. Discounts
and special offers can be used without restriction.
Attention! The card is also a refillable transport pass.

Activating St. Petersburg Card
St.Petersburg Card is activated upon your first entry to the attraction. When the card is used for the first
time, it gets automatically registered in a database and the countdown starts. It is recommended to write
date and time of the first visit on the reverse side of the card to be able to control time and avoid mistakes.
Attention! St.Petersburg Card is valid only for free entries to attractions main program. You can use the
electronic transport pass and partners special offers after expiring your card. The transport pass is valid for 3
years from the last topping up, partners offers are valid without any restrictions.

Entering attractions with St. Petersburg Card
St.Petersburg Card provides easy and convenient way of non-cash payment for visiting attractions. Present the
card at a box office along with the guide and receive a free ticket to the museum or sightseeing tour. A cashier
scans your card, removes a tear-off coupon from the guide and give you a ticket.
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Gaining access to museums equipped with turnstiles, hold
your ticket over a scanner until it reads a bar code.
Present your ticket to a controller in places that are not
equipped with turnstiles .
Attention! The card holders get service on general terms,
with the exception of some museums where they can use
special booking offices (Peter and Paul Fortress, the Lower
Park in Peterhof).

Using St. Petersburg Card when you travel with children
You can calculated your savings with St.Petersburg Card for a child only considering your individual route.
Many museums offer free admission passes and special rates for children and other beneficiaries (students,
pensioners) . Planning a route, please check official websites of attractions to make sure they have special
offers for children .
Attention! In most cases, you can purchase a discount ticket for a child at the same box office where St.
Petersburg Card holders are being served (except for special booking offices).

Refillable electronic transport pass
St.Petersburg Card is a refillable electronic transport pass that allows you to save
from 20% from the public transport cost in the city and suburbs. (Example: one trip
in the St. Petersburg subway costs 45₽, one trip with the card costs 36₽. The card
holders save about 20%).
You must top up your card to be able to use it as a transport pass. You can do it at
ticket offices and terminals of the St Petersburg subway.
The transport pass is valid for 3 years from the date of the last topping up.
Attention! In accordance with the rules established by the Transport Committee of
the St. Petersburg administration, the card holders cannot refund the card deposit.
You must attach the card to a scanner to pay a fare:
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